MULTI-PURPOSE TAPE
METAL COPING CAP WITH WATERPROOF JOINTS
CONTINUOUS METAL HOOK STRIP (MIN. 22 GAUGE)

COPPER WELD 12 IN. O.C.
HOT-AIR WELD
METAL EXTENDER PIECE AS REQUIRED
SARNALF ADHERED FLASHING
SPECIFIED SARNALF SCHEDULE
HOT-AIR WELD
SARNALF MEMBRANE MESH ATTACHED

AIR BARRIER
SCE ROOF NOTE 4
SICCA ALUMINUM TAPE

1
AB-2A

AIR BARRIER

SARNALF TAPE

THERMAL BARRIER (IF REQUIRED)
INSULATION SECURELY FASTENED
WOOD NAILER TO MATCH INSULATION HEIGHT
FINISHED DRYWALL
VAPOR RETARDER (IF REQUIRED)

NOTES:
1) NAILER SHALL BE SECURELY ANCHORED TO THE WALL TO RESIST A MINIMUM FORCE OF 300 POUNDS PER LINEAR FOOT. REFER TO FACTORY MATERIAL DATA SHEET 1-A9.
2) METAL EXTENDER PIECE IS REQUIRED IF EXISTING COUNTERFLASHING IS CORRODED AND OR COUNTERFLASHING PASSIV IS LESS THAN 4-INCHES WIDE.
3) AIR BARRIER SHALL BE SEAMED AT EDGES.
4) SARNALF TAPE INSTALLED AND TAPPED DOWN THE WALL & THIN & THEN SEALED WITH SICCA ALUMINUM TAPE.